Jeep xj alternator wiring upgrade

User Name Remember Me? May 4th, , Alternator Amp upgrade - minimum wiring requirements?
Hi Folks, My alternator is dead and I'm upgrading to a a unit from an '03 Durango. I know what I
need to do from a grinding and wiring standpoint. I have everything I need. I decided to make
the wires myself. I'm using 1 awg wire that I already measured out and cut. I have a 'mega fuse'
and holder that I bought from Napa. My problem is that my work schedule doesn't agree with
Napa's store hours, and I need to get the terminal ends crimped on. I just need to go in during
store hours. I have my main wire to the PDC crimped up and ready to go. Is this enough to get
the Jeep up and running or should I hold out on the install and get all my wires ready to go? Re:
Alternator Amp upgrade - minimum wiring requirements? Originally Posted by Markos. Last
edited by CharlesS; May 4th, at You should be fine. As long as you don't use a winch or
something that draws a huge amount of power the alternator will only make what you use. So
the 8ga will get you there. It will work to get you to the store to get all ur cables done. Really
good only if necessary. Last edited by Fastdemise; May 4th, at Johnnie Walker. You are the
worst jew ever blistovmhz: Goddamn Canada. We're all rapists. Don't come here. Originally
Posted by Johnnie Walker. Originally Posted by Fastdemise. Originally Posted by techno The
advice above is the advice you should take. I call it bad advice, Trying to pass amps through an
8AWG wire would be like a fireman hooking a garden hose to a fire engine pump, May 5th, , The
one that actually made a noticeable difference engine idle was the dumb little braided wire
connecting engine block to chassis. Just used 8ga that I had extra from my stereo install. Let us
know if you notice a difference in the roughness of ur idle after the wire upgrade. After you
finish with your mains, u put any thought into headlights? I did a durango. And 2ga wiring..
Crimped by setting on top of bolt and smashing w hammer then taped firmly. And I noticed a
huge difference.. As far as grindng the bracket take it out and you'll see it kinda almost fits..
Grind ntill it does easy since bracket is aluminum. Remount bracket and then grind down the
little nub on block that sticks past bracket.. Make shure you sand and clean all your contacts
real good.. I did and have had trouble free operation.. I can run my brights stereo loud and run
my winch and ac.. Without budging the gauge I almost didn't run a wire to the starter if your not
planning on it I recommend it.. Between that and my old mud caked alt. Being replaced w a new
one. I get faster starts than anytime since I've owned it. Well the new plan is to go to leave work
early on Friday and go to Napa in the afternoon. I can swap the alternator and get most of it
going then finish up the wiring after that. If for some reason they can't crimp on the ends I'll try
the BFH technique. You thread title is misleading When I built the 2 ga battery cables I used
Fusion Connectors for all of my terminals and heavy duty shrink tubing that fuses to the
terminal and wire when heated. I ended up using a torch, solder, and the crimp ends just filled
with solder. You get to play with fire. What's not to like? Northwest Mass. All times are GMT The
time now is User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Member FAQ. Sponsor Info. Page 1
of 2. Thread Tools. Find all posts by Markos. Find all posts by CharlesS. Find all posts by
Fastdemise. Johnnie Walker Piece of Fish! Purchase one of Jon 's cable kits. Find all posts by
Johnnie Walker. Find all posts by techno Quote: Originally Posted by Fastdemise You should be
fine. Quote: Originally Posted by techno The advice above is the advice you should take. Quote:
Originally Posted by Fastdemise After you finish with your mains, u put any thought into
headlights? Find all posts by OutkastBoss. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Minimum Rig
Requirements. July 30th, Minimum Requirements. February 5th, March 3rd, April 20th, Minimum
requirements for Rubicon. July 11th, Wiring Collection. Declining to take the correct
precautions or to use the right tools can put you and your family in danger. Common dangers
include electrocution and possible electrical fire. Jeep Xj Alternator Wiring Upgrade from i. To
properly read a wiring diagram, one offers to know how typically the components inside the
program operate. For example , if a module is powered up and it sends out the signal of fifty
percent the voltage in addition to the technician does not know this, he'd think he provides a
problem, as he would expect the 12V signal. Following diagrams is reasonably simple, but
making use of it in the scope of how the machine operates is a different matter. Our most sage
advice is not only look at the diagram, nevertheless understand how the constituents operate
when inside use. Read cabling diagrams from negative to positive in addition to redraw the
signal like a straight range. All circuits usually are the same : voltage, ground, single
component, and buttons. Like any other DIY job, you want to be sure you have the right tools to
do the job. They can include a multimeter, a non-contact voltage metal detector tests the
temperature of wire without touching it and a blend sheath and wire ma? Being equipped with
the right tools will help you be prepared for anything throughout the electrical switch electrical
wiring process. Whenever connecting electrical cabling to a outlet, it is important to not confuse
your wire connections or put them in the wrong fatal. The black line, on the other hand, is the
hot wire and goes into the hot terminal, the one opposite the neutral terminal. Knowing the
variation between the wires will allow you to wire your home properly and avoid the high volts

of swapping the neutral and hot. You will find wire extensions available if you conclusion up
cutting them short, but the wiring will work better if it is intact. Luckily, there are oversized
plates available at hardware stores that you can use to cover your switches. They tend to be
only slightly more expensive, but additionally last longer. A good way to tell a quality switch or
outlet is by the existence of a back-wire feature. Make sure you test the voltage of wires and
brake lines before touching them. Testing electrical components with tools like a line sniffer or
a multimeter can confirm if they are safe to touch or if an electrical current is flowing through
them. Always test before touching. Searching for tutorials on what to wire a light-weight switch
is a great way to learn more about how exactly to accomplish. Have the right tools handy Like
any other DIY job, you want to be sure you have the right tools to do the job. Facebook Tweet
Pin. Gets your Alternator Charging when you're in a bind. Note:This is an special needs product
and is not a factory replacement of the alternator voltage regulator inside the vehicles
computer. We responded the need to retain the voltage regulator plug after stories of the plug
coming out. These regulators are cooled by a highly-efficient extruded aluminum heatsink.
Keeping your regulator running cooler, improving performance and longevity. This is our Most
Durable Voltage Regulator. These regulators are pre-set to Our Fixed Voltage Regulators
operate at a steady Has the same heavy-duty amperage rating as the Adjustable Regulators.
Economy Kit. As well as some models of Volkswagen, call for details. Full Kit Bundle.
Do-It-Yourself Kit. Free phone help with purchase. Our unique exclusive design helps preven
theat related failure. Has adjuster on back side not shown. Here you can find our relay products
and replacement components for your External Regulator Conversion Kits. Then red power and
load wires pictured are 12ga. Repair Connector for Denso and Mitsubishi units. If you have this
type plug you will also require a Modified Driver along with oe of the external regulator kits
above. Call to see which Driver you need for your alternator. If you have this style plug you do
not require a modified Driver along with one of the external regulator kits above. Also, can be
used as a wiring harness and external alternator regulator replacement kit for any and earlier
Chrysler Round and Square back alternator with External Regulator and Dual insulated brushes.
Often, especially after installing a high output alternator with external voltage regulator, the
alternator voltage control module in the ECU will fail , leaving you with a dead charging system
where your external regulator alternator doesn't work , or doesn't work the way it should , yet
your engine runs fine. Before our external voltage regulator conversion kit the entire ECU would
need replacement. Many have had to replace the computer several times. ECU repairs in a bind?
Great Emergency kit to keep on hand, just in case you computer stops your alternator from
charging. We now provide all you need to get your Chrysler family vehicle's charging system
working or get a Chrysler, Dodge, Jeep overcharging condition back in control plus you can
prevent ECU failure from installing a high output alternator. ECU repairs and vehicle down time..
For Chrysler and Dodge vehicles after and Jeep vehicles after Also, this product can be used as
a wiring harness and external voltage regulator replacement kit for any and earlier Chrysler
Family vehicle alternator with dual insulated brushes. Check out the infographic below to see if
you need a modified driver to get our kit working with your Denso type alternator. All rights
reserved. Trade marks and trade names used for reference purpose only. Alternators By. Search
Pages: Find. Search Pages: Search. Toggle navigation Main Menu. Finned Voltage Regulator
Kits and Parts These regulators are cooled by a highly-efficient extruded aluminum heatsink.
When you're in a bind, our unique innovation gets your vehicle going! Great emergency kit, get
it before you have a breakdown and you can't get a new computer right away. Dodge Cummons
Diesel not charging or overcharging? Site Map Privacy Policy. Adjustable Voltage Regulator
Kits These regulators are pre-set to W Wiring Harness for Cube Relay with red 12ga power and
load wires for low voltage drop. November 18th, , I've read several threads on alternator
upgrades but was somewhat confused with what I found. I've read a few threads some from
other forums that suggest wiring upgrades are mandatory and that you can't "plug and play"
the more powerful alternator without frying something. Is this true? My only upgrades right now
are gold plated terminals and an optima yellow top. Any advice would be helpful, I run a lot of
lights and power accessories so its time for a bigger alt. As best as I can tell, all of the Chrysler
products that use the Denso alternator changed to the new plug style in I had problems w my
amp 'rango alt plugging up wires because I'm an idiot and didn't confirm I was shipped the
correct part.. Mine is a also when I did mine it was a one piece bracket I ground it to fit the alt
then bolted it onto the block and ground the little bit that stuck out past the clearanced part of
the bracket.. Broke in half! There was another steel not aluminum like the bracket bracket that
braces the front of the alt bracket that mine never had.. If you don't have that bracket on yours
I'd get one it makes it way sturdier and having your alt fall out on the highway is no fun. I also
did wiring mains to 2ga. And headlight loom upgrade w e-code h4 housings at the same time
and am very very happy with it. And is very knowledgable in this area. Okay thanks for the

advice! My alt has been making some funny noises and I just wanted to know if for now I could
swap in the or amp without any wiring issues. I plan on upgrading the wiring down the road I've
already done the H4 harness and love it , but for right now I'm just going to swap the alt. I'm
assuming that the 4. Also, any differences in the pulley? I've read a few threads about people
changing the pulley but from all the ones I have seen they look identical. November 19th, ,
Gonna try to swap in a spare WJ amp alt i have on shelf to my 98 ZJ today. Looks simple
enough, just hope the WJ casing is a match for the ZJ. Originally Posted by jeepkid November
20th, , Thanks for the info! I'll definitely contact I know upgrading the wiring will help and is a
good idea, but I guess my main concern is will I hurt anything by just installing the or amp
without touching the wiring and leaving it stock? My jeep currently has the amp alt. I don't want
to burn anything up, so if the wiring is absolutely needed I will wait until I have the time.
November 21st, , O-Gauge Steamer. Using the smaller pulley will help the idle curent delivery.
As I see it, we can use all the help we can get. This is on my to-do list once the major items have
been cleared. I removed my fusable link when I upgraded the wiring. Here is what I did with
mine. Just one idea on how to handle the issue. I knew that my goal was to upgrade the
Alternator as well as the wiring so I built in an easy way to do it. The problem I have with fusable
links is that when they go, you are stranded. Much easier to carry an extra fuse than to carry a
link. Currenty have the A fuse as the stock 90A alternator is still in place. Originally Posted by
Markos. November 22nd, , Originally Posted by OutkastBoss. Northwest Mass. All times are
GMT The time now is User Name. Remember Me? Mark Forums Read. Member FAQ. Sponsor
Info. Page 1 of 2. Thread Tools. Find all posts by Jeepguy Find all posts by ehall. Find all posts
by OutkastBoss. Find all posts by OverlandZJ. Find all posts by O-Gauge Steamer. Find all
posts by Markos. Posting Rules. Similar Threads. Durango Alternator Swap Compatability.
September 11th, Help with info on the amp Durango Alternator install. October 8th, June 23rd,
Durango alternator install. March 28th, Durango Alternator. January 17th, January 1st, , OK I am
confused. The check gage light came on and the voltage meter on the dash said 9 volts or no
voltage I am sure is what it is telling me. I could go over what I researched but I think it would
just confuse me and you more. But here is a quick synopsis: I need an alternator I want a amp
alternator I need one with correct connector for a Question 1: What vehicle v8 engine right?
Question 2: Does the HO engines' brackets also have sleeves and can I drive both sleeves back
so it will fit the bigger alternator? The alt you want is a amp Denso, part , I got mine off a '97 ZJ
with the 5. The new alt is bolt on, the bracket needs to be clearanced slightly to accommodate
the larger size. Yes, you need to upgrade the wiring and add a fuse at the PDC. KWiP is the way
to fly. January 2nd, , Thanks guys. I think I just read too many threads and got all squirreled
around. I just wanted to be sure I got the one with the plugs as I read that they changed the
connections in to the plug type. It's and hour round trip to the parts store from here. Bracket will
have to be clearanced the same as it's larger housing and the same 7 rib pulley but the belt can
just be offset a groove without any problems. Would definately get in touch with and get his
upgraded wiring otherwise you won't be making full use of the higher output alt. I picked up my
amp off of a 94 Limited with 84k miles at the JY. It's a pretty simple swap once you have the alt
in your hands. It's pretty obvious what needs to be done. Good luck! Took my old one in and
didn't pay the core charge. Tomorrow I am putting it in. Thanks Dave for the recommendation! I
will let you know how the install goes tomorrow. January 3rd, , Originally Posted by Cherokee.
Bracket will have to be clearances the same as it's larger housing and the same 7 rib pulley but
the belt can just be offset a groove without any problems. Would definitely get in touch with and
get his upgraded wiring otherwise you won't be making full use of the higher output alt. I am
going back to Auto zone tomorrow and get Part number We will see if this fits the 2k or not. The
bracket is already ground down as far as it can be and not fall apart so it should be an easy
install. I will let you all know how it goes tomorrow. Did you grind down the stud mounts on the
motor? If the brackets fit the alt off the motor after grinding then you have to grind down the
mounts on the motor flush with your brackets. I don't know why I'm having a hard time
explaining this, but there are 2 cylindrical mounts on the motor where the alt brackets attach.
Grind those down or anything bigger than stock won't fit. I thought the was the same size as the
? If it is bigger then it won't fit, I didn't have a whole lot of material left after clearancing for the
Originally Posted by Voteban. January 4th, , Last edited by Skipper51; January 4th, at Originally
Posted by ehall. Northwest Mass. All times are GMT The time now is User Name. Remember
Me? Mark Forums Read. Member FAQ. Sponsor Info. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. Find all posts
by Skipper Re: Amp alternator upgrade for a XJ 1. Find all posts by Lurch. Re: Amp alternator
upgrade for a XJ sounds like you got it figured out to me Re: Amp alternator upgrade for a XJ
Thanks guys. Find all posts by dave92cherokee. Find all posts by Voteban. Find all posts by
ehall. Re: Amp alternator upgrade for a XJ Did you grind down the stud mounts on the motor?
Posting Rules. Similar Threads. August 3rd, February 15th, April 1st, April 3rd, Alternator

upgrade. June 15th, I have a new alternator to put into my mj - as soon as the weather warms up
a bit. But I need a bit of insight into how the alternator hooks up to the wiring. This could be a
stupid question, but here goes:. The wiring diagram shows three wires connecting to the
alternator. Looks like they go to battery, ignition, and instrument cluster. I have not yet begun to
explore the intricacies of the electrical system on this project, so I'll leave that for now. Which
one would the instruments hook into? Since there does not seem to be electrical connectivity,
when at rest, between the battery terminal and either the stator or field connection, how does
the ignition switch get power? Do I hook the switch wire directly to the battery connection? With
a keyed ignition wire and a battery connection that should be all it needs to charge. Is this a unit
that is listed as being a direct replacement, or are you trying to retrofit something else? It is a
Powermaster SI type, high amperage, single wire replacement. I believe the wire to the cluster is
for the voltmeter. I am confused. Do you mean 1 wire total, or 1 output wire and 1 regulator
wire? Perhaps a link to the alternator would help. How do I hook up a one wire alternator?
Simply run a charge wire from the battery terminal on the alternator to the positive terminal on
the battery. The onw-wire regulator is a self-exciting regulator, meaning that it has sensing
ciruitry for alternator rotation. As the alternator starts to spin, this circuitry connects the
internal voltage regulator to the battery and turns the alternator on. When the alternator comes
to a complete stop, this same circuitry turns the alternator off. When to use a one wire
alternator? Powermaster early style Delco alternators will work either way - as a one wire or
OEM style. The main difference between a one wire and an OEM is the method used to energize
or turn on the alternator. An alternator using the OEM style is turned on with the ignition switch.
The one wire design is energized with a special sensing cicuit built into the internal voltage
regulator. This circuit senses the rotation of the alternators rotor. The rotor must turn at
sufficient speed to trip the circuit, starting the charging process. This turn-on speed is affected
by several things and is typically higher with certain high amperage alternators. Once this
circuit is tripped, the alternator will charge at all speeds, even very low ones, until the
alternators rotor comes to a complete stop. At that point, the circuit will shut off and wait for the
process to be repeated. What this means for the consumer is that in some applications the
engine must be revved to or RPMs to turn the one wire alternator on. If the wiring harness is
available and this characteristic is annoying, then Powermaster alternators can be plugged in
like the stock unit and operated with the ignition switch. The unit is a powermaster These units
can run as a 1 or 3 wire alternator. I understand that the alternator will happily run with one wire.
This information is based on a wiring diagram. I imagine yours is the same, but don't know this
with certainty. The original equipment alternator had three wires going to it. One, a larger 8
gauge red, goes to the battery terminal. This is hot all the time. The connector at the regulator
has two wires coming to it. This will be hot when ignition is on, but it does not receive full
voltage, it receives the voltage that passes through the gauge, or idiot light. I'm not quite sure of
the electronics, but for the stock alternator to work, the yellow wire has to get full voltage, and
the tan with white wire has to have a 10 ohm load between full system voltage and the terminal
on the regulator. This 10 ohm load is either the voltmeter, or the idiot light. Neither of these
supply electricity into the ignition switch. Both supply electricity to the voltage regulator, which
powers the alternator field, which allows the alternator to produce electricity. To answer your
question specifically, view the alternator from the back, so the pulley is facing away from you,
and the regulator is facing up.. Gene has it exactly right. On my 85 XJ with 2. Your 2. If those are
damaged you can find a plug with pigtail to repair the two prong plug. First of all, I have to
apologize, because I am full of crap and most of what I said previously is in error. My current
wiring is as follows: Medium heavy red wire to the back of the current alternator. Medium heavy
red wire to the side of the alternator. Brown wire with stripe to side of alternator. Heavy red wire
going from battery to the wiring harness heavier than those on the alternator. I don't yet know
where this goes, and I will have to open the harness to find out. Assuming that I replace the wire
on the back of the alternator with something heavier and run it directly to the battery, do I NEED
to hook up the other wires, or should I simply plug them into the new one and assume the
wiring is the same? Perhaps you can look at it this way. The alternator output, from the larger
stud on the alternator, is 12 V hot all the time. Essentially it is the same as the positive terminal
on the battery. If you're running extra wires to a winch or other accessories, there may be
several wires, but basically the alternator output goes to the battery. I'm not sure what the
additional red wire on the side of the alternator you're speaking of is, a picture would help. Is it
possible that is actually a ground wire, if it's connected to the frame? The regulator plug has
two wires. Normally both of these have to be connected for the alternator to work. If your
alternator would function as a "one wire" alternator, then this hookup would be optional. As far
as I can tell, since this is a "1-wire" replacement alternator, I don't HAVE to hook anything up
but the direct link to the battery. This wire has to be added because the original does not appear

to go directly to the battery and the gauge is too small. When it gets a bit warmer I'll deconstruct
the harness and find out where the two red wires actually go. My thought at the moment is that I
will connect the 2 side wires as well - although perhaps not at first. I'm not sure how much
wiring has been replaced, but I don;t think too much has changed from OEM. The problem is my
lack of understanding. This is much more complicated than my 50's and 60's vehicles and I am,
at best, feeling my way. So I very much appreciate everyone's comments! The idiot light doesn't
do squat. Mine does not come on when my truck is running but does when the key is on and not
running. Sounds like it's working as it should, right? But if I pull one of the cables off the battery
it dies - which means the alternator is NOT working yet the light is not coming on. There is
another upgrade got 12si alternators where a newer GM alternator is used, that more complex,
they sell kits to adapt it. But this is the same alternator going back. Sent from my iPhone using
Tapatalk Pro. I used a 4 gauge charging wire. On the 88 the wire goes to the starter relay. If you
need a pic of that I will get one tomorrow. You will have a post for the charging wire and a plug
for the two wires The only thing you need to consider is the size of your charging wire, other
than that, it's a simple replacement. So as long as there is 4 gauge back to the battery I should
be good. Now I just need warmer weather Just a brief follow-up. I had a quick look at the wiring
it's still cold out there! So when I replace the alternator and charging wire I won;t bother with
the side red wire. I'll just hook up the voltmeter. You can post now and register later. If you have
an account, sign in now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are
allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Reply to this
topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted January 19, This could be a stupid question,
but here goes: The wiring diagram shows three wires connecting to the alternator. So my
question relates to the non-battery wires. Link to post Share on other sites. Sorry - should have
said. DirtyComanche Posted January 19, That said, not all alternators are the same. I suspect
that the ignition wire can simply go directly to the battery Gene Posted January 19, Posted
January 20, Gene Posted January 20, Hi rural, This information is based on a wiring diagram.
The yellow should be hot whenever the ignition switch is on. Hope this is helpful. Besides the
86 2. The 12si is just a standard GM alternator. So lets start again. Again, pictures might help.
The winch and electric pump are not in the equation - yet. Anyway, good luck with it. Jeep
Driver Posted January 20, Does the back of your Powermaster look like this? Yes or no? Do you
have a two wire plug that is shown in the side of the alt? Posted January 21, TO answer your
questions: 1 the back does not look like that. Mine only has 1 wire and the 2 terminal plug. Jeep
Driver Posted January 21, Will the two terminal plug that is attached to your MJ plug into your
new alt? I believe so, yes it should. Thanks to all who responded! Join the conversation You can
post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 2. Go to topic
listing. Sign In Sign Up. Table of Contents. It should work for any XJ or ZJ where the negative
cable grounds to the coil bracket. Cables in the standard kit will be built with die-cast copper
battery terminals. If your negative cable grounds to the engine at the coil bracket right behind
the alternator, then you should purchase the ZJ with the 30 inch negative kit. Click here for info
on Jeep WJ. Military terminals, covers, and loom included. Buy this kit and get the loom for free.
Military Terminals allow users to add as many accessories as wanted lights, winch, amp and
makes future repairs easier - just change terminal, not the entire cable. If you purchased a
standard set, covers will be for standard terminals shown in picture. This 4 ga alternator cable
for the 4. The fuse link is a protection device like a circuit breaker. Beware of cheap cables that
do not include fuse links. Recommended for alternators up to A. Works great for stock
alternators and A Dodge Durango alternator upgrade. Some modifications of the plastic cover at
the fuse block connection may be needed depending on the model. I ran these same cables on
my personal Jeep Grand Cherokee. They worked great. I think the engine cranked faster and it
started right up. I even noticed the voltmeter on the dash was reading a little higher. Build Your
Own Battery Cables. Do You Need New Cables? You will need to reroute the positive cable. You
will also need to cut the solenoid wire and add a ring terminal to it included in kit. You may need
to modify the cover to the fuse box to get it to close over the larger battery-to-fusebox wire. I do
NOT recommend that you leave the cover off. For more detailed instructions see our installation
instructions page. Starter lug cover to protect against accidental short circuits during oil
changes. Beware of cheap kits that do not include a cover. Anti-corrosion battery washers.
Batteries leak acidic fumes around the post. Use these washers to help prevent corrosion. Tin
plates corrosion resistant bolts standard automotive top post only. See below. Battery terminal
covers optional. It's a safety item. Don't accidentally arch your wrench setting it on battery.
Upgraded alternator cable optional. Use 16" 4 ga for an upgraded alternator. Probably not
needed if using the stock alternator. Military option is shown in the drawing. Build cables set
using Military Style Terminals Using the military or "universal adapter" style terminals allows
you to add electrical accessories with ease. Great for adding a winch. They also have the

advantage of being able to replace just the terminals and not the entire cable. It must be
purchased with a cable set. Jeep - XJ ? Cherokee I-6 4. Jeep - Cherokee and Grand Cherokee, 5.
Tin plated corrosion resistant bolts standard automotive top post only. Military option is shown.
Positive military terminal with lock nut and cover. Loom Negative Cable: 1 ga battery to engine
block cable. Negative military terminal with lock nut and cover. Loom Alternator: 4 gauge
alternator to fuse box with fuse link for upgraded alternators up to A. Beware of cheap kits that
do not include fuse link. NOTE: this alternator cable goes straight from alternator to battery. We
believe that is a better solution than going to the fuse box. Lug cover for the alternator. Loom
Also includes: Anti-corrosion battery washers. Options: Battery terminal covers optional. See
the bottom of this page. Alternator cover optional. Loom optional. Jeep WJ - Grand Cherokee
with 4. Includes: Same as above except with standard battery terminals instead of military-style
terminals. If you want military terminals please purchase kit above. Red 4 gauge battery to fuse
box wire. Loom Negative Cable: Black 1 ga battery to engine block cable. Black 6 gauge chassis
ground wire. Jeep - Cherokee and Grand Cherokee, 4. Terminal for the starter solenoid. Does
NOT include alternator wire. Jeep - Cherokee and Grand Cherokee 4. Add Battery Terminal
Covers If you purchased a standard set, covers will be for standard terminals shown in picture.
Jeep - Grand Cherokee and Cherokee 16 inch alternator cable. Contains: One 1 Red Terminal
Cover size varies based on which alternator wire you are getting. Add Loom - Per cable Wavy
plastic cover that protects the wire from physical abrasion Price is "per cable". The heavier wire
helps reduce voltage drop so you get more power to th
mercruiser slave solenoid
kawasaki engine repair manuals
1993 ford f150 radio wiring diagram
e starter. After we crimp on tin plated copper terminals with a ton hydraulic crimper, we seal the
connection with heavy wall adhesive lined heat shrink. The picture to the left is an actual stock
cable from a Jeep Grand Cherokee with a 4. Compare the thickness of the wires showing below
the heat shrink. Note the heavy duty adhesive lined heat shrink which helps prevent battery acid
and acid fumes from corroding the cables. Even the battery bolt and nut are top shelf. The nut
and bolt have an anti-corrosion plating. All cables are also shipped with battery washers. The
lug cover should help prevent an accidental short circuit when changing the oil. Of course, you
must install it properly and use caution when changing the oil filter. A starter lug cover is
included. The wire is heavier gauge than the factory wire for reduced voltage drop. Custom
Battery Cables be happy to build a custom cable to your specifications. Share this page. Email:
sales custombatterycables. All rights reserved.

